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Log prices for most species gained ground in recent 
months, with many mills reporting significant increases 
for Douglas-fir, larch, grand and white fir. Ponderosa pine 
prices were something of a mixed bag, climbing in the 
Pilot Rock and Lakeview/Klamath markets but remaining 
weak or non-existent in other markets. Unfortunately, 
mills across eastern Oregon expressed little demand for 
pulp. On a bright note, the mill serving central Oregon 
has recently reopened, providing a much-needed market 
in the Redmond/Bend/Gilchrist area (prices were not yet 
available at the time we gathered market information.)

What does this mean for eastern Oregon forestland 
owners? If you happen to be in an area with improved 
log prices this could be the time to sell, but wet winter 
conditions could hinder access and limited demand for 

pine could complicate merchandising of timber from 
mixed species stands. Success in these markets will 
depend upon winter weather conditions and your ability 
to access the timber, successful recruitment of a logger, 
and careful consideration of hauling distances. Such 
is the mixed blessings of late fall log price increases. 
Furthermore, the almost non-existent market for pulp 
complicates fuels reduction efforts, which are important 
for your forest’s long-term protection. If you haven’t 
already done so, I recommend contacting your area ODF 
Stewardship Forester to determine if you might qualify for 
fuels-reduction cost-sharing and grant programs. 

Note: Since writing this report, mills appear to be 
ramping up their log buying efforts. A conversation with 
your local log buyer may be time well spent.

Log Market Report
Data courtesy John Lindberg (Oregon Log Market Report), supplemented by John Punches

LOG MARKET REPORT $/1,000 board feet (or ton) November 15, 2020
Umatilla/Pendleton/Boardman

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann 
Spruce

Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)CR 6-11” 12-18” 19”+

400 400 280 280
La Grande/Elgin

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann 
Spruce

Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)CR 6”+

430-440 300-390 300 300 27
Pilot Rock

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann 
Spruce

Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)CR 12”+ 16”+

420 440
Burns/John Day

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann 
Spruce

Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)CR 6-7” 8-11" 12-17" 18"+

360 120 200 280 315 280
Redmond/Bend/Gilchrist – Recently reopened – prices not yet available.

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann 
Spruce

Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)CR 6-16” 13-15” 16”+

Lakeview/Klamath Falls

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann 
Spruce

Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)CR 6-16” 11-23” 24”+

300 350 385 8”+ 300 8”+  300
Lewiston ID

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann 
Spruce

Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)CR 6-7” 8-14” 15-20” 21”+

520 485 420 420
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Introducing OSU’s New 
Extension Fire Program
By Daniel Leavell and Carrie Berger

2017 was a severe fire year. 2018 was even worse, setting 
a terrible record with over 800,000 acres burned across 
Oregon, resulting in ecological, social, and economic 
damage. In response, Oregon State University Extension 
Service went to work building a comprehensive and 
cohesive Fire Program to serve Oregonians. Following 
concerted efforts by Extension’s Forestry and Natural 
Resources Program, and lots of support from key 
partners, the Oregon Legislature approved establishment 
of a new Oregon State Wildland Fire Extension Program 
in June 2019. 

Led by Forestry and Natural Resources (FNR) Extension 
in OSU’s College of Forestry, the Fire Program added 
capacity for a statewide Extension Fire Specialist and 
a Fire Program Manager (located on the OSU campus 
in Corvallis) and six Regional Fire Specialists serving 
strategically-delineated Fire Service Areas (FSAs), derived 
through careful examination of regional  
climatic and vegetation conditions and historic fire 
frequency attributes. 

The team will work both statewide and locally, bolstering 
the efforts of agency and industry partners, communities, 
landowners, and land managers. The work to be done 
is too big for any one organization, but by facilitating 
partnerships and working together the Fire Program is 
determined to make real impact on the ground, helping 
to conceive and implement land management and fuel 
reduction projects throughout the Oregon landscape.

The Fire Program will focus its educational, research, 
and analysis expertise on identifying landscapes with 
highest needs for reduction of wildfire and landscape 
health risks, and helping partners and stakeholders 
strategically implement risk reduction efforts. As a part of 
OSU’s Extension Service, the Fire Program will enhance 
education and outreach on wildfire topics throughout 

Oregon, and help create fire-adapted infrastructure, 
communities, and landscapes. 

Forests, grasslands, range, and woodlands across the 
western United States are stressed from high densities in 
forests and woodlands, drought, and insect and disease 
outbreaks. Past management practices along with more 
human-caused wildfire and changes in weather are 
causing wildfires to burn hotter, longer, more frequent, 
and over greater areas. Oregon’s communities are often 
located in areas of significant fire risk, and homes are 
increasingly being constructed within the wildland urban 
interface. It is time to change the way we collectively 
conceive of wildfire and its management. The Fire 
Program is committed to promoting a proactive approach 
to wildfire management and being an active part of 
Oregon’s wildfire solution.

Adding educational and outreach capacity to bolster fire risk reduction efforts

Fire Service Areas (FSAs) for the new FNR Fire Program. Many Oregon 
communities are located in areas of significant wildfire risk.
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FOREST SERVICE CONSIDERING 
AMENDMENT TO EASTSIDE 
SCREENS OR “21 IN. RULE”
In the early 1990s, concerns about a lack of old trees 
and old forest structure east of the Cascades led to the 
development and implementation of standards known as 
the Eastside Screens, or 21-inch rule.  Old trees and Late 
and Old Structure (LOS) forests provide a variety of social 
and ecological benefits and are particularly important for 
wildlife. This standard restricted the harvest of trees larger 
than 21” in diameter at breast height (dbh), regardless 
of species. Tree size was used as a surrogate for tree age 
because it was more practical to quickly measure diameter 
than to core and age individual trees. What was supposed 
to be a temporary rule (12-18 months), has remained the 
current standard for the last 25 years. 

The 21-inch rule defined: (1) All sale activities (including 
intermediate and regeneration harvest in both even-age and 
uneven-age systems, and [post-fire] salvage) will maintain 
snags and green replacement trees of ≥ 21 inches dbh (or 
whatever is the representative dbh of the [dominant] over 
story layer if it is less than 21 inches), at 100% potential 
population levels of primary cavity excavators. This should 
be determined using the best available science on species 
requirements as applied through current snag models or 
other documented procedures.

As of Spring 2020, the Forest Service is now considering 
forest plan amendments for six national forests affected 
by the Eastside Screens (Deschutes, Fremont-Winema, 
Malheur, Ochoco, Umatilla, and Wallowa-Whitman). 
Twenty-five years of research, monitoring of treatments 
and natural disturbances, and experiences have indicated 
that prohibiting the removal of all trees >21” does not 
support landscape restoration and resiliency goals. The 
preliminary environmental assessment, released in August 
2020, identifies three alternatives that would amend the 
forest plans in the six national forest mentioned above. 
The proposed action shifts the 21-inch standard to more 
of a guideline. The overarching goal remains the same, 
recruiting and retaining old and large trees, but allows for 
flexibility with less fire-resistant species (grand fir, white 

BAKER & GRANT COUNTY NEWS
Jacob Putney, Extension Forester in Baker and Grant Counties

fir, Douglas-fir) and more adaptive management. In this 
alternative, large trees are defined as >30” dbh for grand 
fir, white fir, or Douglas-fir and >21” for any other species, 
and old trees are defined as >150 years of age. The 
second alternative simply replaces the size standard with 
an age standard (150 years). The third alternative is an 
adaptive management only alternative, which focuses on 
effectiveness monitoring and implications of management 
on tree mortality.  

The comment period closed in early October and a final 
environment assessment is currently being evaluated. 
A decision is anticipated to be released in the Winter or 
Spring of 2021. 

For more information and updates on the potential 
amendment:

• The 1994 Eastside Screens Large-Tree Harvest Limit: 
Review of Science Relevant to Forest Planning 25 
Years Later. https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_
gtr990.pdf

• Forest Management Direction for Large 
Diameter Trees in Eastern Oregon. Environmental 
Assessment. https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_
DOCUMENTS/fseprd779174.pdf

• Eastside Screens Plan Amendment Website:  
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r6/landmanagement/
planning/?cid=fseprd710229

https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_gtr990.pdf
https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_gtr990.pdf
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fseprd779174.pdf
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fseprd779174.pdf
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r6/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd710229
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r6/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd710229
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The Extension Fire Program is being initiated in  
three phases: 

PHASE 1
Build a program organization of eight personnel 
(Program Manager, State Fire Specialist, six Regional 
Fire Specialists) and locate those personnel strategically 
throughout Oregon. Oregon is a large, ecologically and 
culturally diverse state of 63 million acres. The Regional 
Fire Specialists were to be placed within designated Fire 
Service Areas (FSAs) to disperse their expertise among 
Oregon’s communities. The FSAs were delineated based 
on a more or less even geographic distribution for better 
logistics in carrying out the Fire Program goals. Extension 
specialists and state/federal partners familiar with the 
state’s diversity met early in Phase 1 to brainstorm 
preliminary delineations of the FSAs, which were 
then refined using a variety of GIS data. This involved 
clustering attributes that impact fire behavior and fire 
risk to optimize FSA borders. Considerations included 
geographic similarity of elevation, water pressure deficit, 
precipitation, aspect, land cover, historic fire frequency, 
and other weather/topography/fuel-related attributes 
at the FSA scale. The maps were reviewed by peers 
and administrative officials to further fine-tune the FSA 
boundaries. This provided a place-based home within 
the Extension infrastructure for the new Regional Fire 
Specialists. (See Fire Service Areas Map, page 4)

The Fire Program Approach
Data-driven mapping helps tell the story and focus efforts

By Daniel Leavell and Carrie Berger

High Value 
Resources at Risk

High Value Resources at Risk 
Subcategory

People
Population density

Wildland urban interface

Buildings

Building density

Historic buildings

Fire response buildings

Buildings with vulnerable populations

Infrastructure

Communications infrastructure

Power infrastructure

Transportation infrastructure

Recreation sites

Sawmills

Agriculture Agriculture

Timber Timber volume in harvestable areas

Habitat Habitat

Species

Threatened, endangered, and at-risk 
species

Critical habitat for key species

Big game

Salmon

Water

Drinking water from groundwater

Drinking water from surface water

Scenic waterways

21 Values at Risk were considered during the development of the Fire 
Program’s risk maps.
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PHASE 2
Identify landscapes with the highest need of strategic 
focus of resources to reduce risks associated with 
wildfire and landscape health. This geographic/
spatial assessment involved modeling fire behavior, 
insect and disease occurrence, and drought indices 
to quantify varying hazards and associated levels of 
risk within each FSA. Twenty-one values at risk were 
designated and mapped for each FSA, and a relative 
risk assessment conducted to measure the probability 
of wildfire occurring and the degree of consequence or 
harm to associated resources of value. The resulting risk 
assessments will serve as foundations for the Regional 
Fire Specialists, helping them understand fire hazard and 
values at risk for their respective FSAs, and allowing them 
to focus their efforts. 

The Fire Program’s Phase 2 efforts were informed 
through consultation with The Nature Conservancy (TNC) 
and Department of Natural Resources (DNR) in the state 
of Washington. The 20-Year Forest Health Strategic Plan, 
Eastern Washington (2017, Washington State DNR) had 
a methodology in place to address fire as a hazard and 
potential negative consequences to values at risk, which 
it characterized as being “built upon previous criteria and 
included fire risk, wildland urban interface (WUI) areas, 
drinking water, aquatic resources, wildlife habitat, timber 
volumes and factors associated with climate change.”  

TNC and DNR's goals and strategies for fire risk 
reduction, forest health improvement, and safe, resilient, 
economically viable economies and communities  
matched those of the Fire Program. After an exchange of 
ideas, their approach was adopted as the foundation for 
our program. 

The final risk maps utilize models and historic data 
regarding fire severity and flame length, burn probability, 
drought, insects and disease, and a variety of other 
factors to derive relative fire hazard ratings across 
Oregon. These were then combined with our best 
estimates of the relative values of key resources to derive 
risk maps specific to each FSA. (The risk maps appear on 
pages 10–13). When interpreting them, please bear in 
mind two key factors:

1. Each risk map is specific to its FSA. The maps are NOT 
intended to be used to compare relative risk between 
differing FSAs, ONLY to compare relative risk within 
an FSA. 

2. The risk maps are preliminary in nature and intended 
to serve as starting points for further refinement. 
Regional Fire Specialists, working with local partners 
and communities, will be able to adjust the weighting 
factors of values at risk, and add or remove values  
at risk, in order to derive maps that best reflect  
local priorities.

Relative Importance  
of Values at Risk for  

the Community

(specific to the physical and  
socio-economic circumstances 

of a particular region)

Additional wildfire 
risk through 
insects, disease, 
drought, and 
invasive plants

Fire Severity / 
Flame Length

Burn 
Probability

COMMUNITY VALUES AT RISK

Response Functions 
(Vulnerability and 

Consequence)

RELATIVE FIRE HAZARDS
Mapping and CharacterizationModels and Historical Data

RELATIVE FIRE RISK 
to Highly Valued Assets 

for each Fire Service Area
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PHASE 3
Support and enhance the efforts of partnerships 
currently implementing fire risk reduction projects, 
on the ground, in priority, cross-boundary landscapes. 
Phase 3 is based on a proof of concept undertaken via 
the Klamath Lake Forest Health Partnership (KLFHP) and 
implemented in Klamath and Lake counties. Initiated in 
2016, it demonstrated a highly effective planning method 
for cross-boundary, landscape-scale forest restoration 
and fire risk reduction. 

See Leavell, et al. 2018, https://catalog.extension.
oregonstate.edu/pnw707

Getting work done, on the ground, is a key objective 
of the Fire Program, and its members will be actively 
engaged with partnership groups who are already 
carrying out fire risk reduction and forest restoration 
activities. We’ll help organize and facilitate new efforts 
where needed, and apply our educational and research 
expertise to expand capacity for meaningful landscape-
scale activities throughout the state, and to address local 
needs for fire-related outreach and education. Phase 2 
risk assessments, refined for local use, scaled down to 
the individual tax lot/private land ownership level, and 
ground-truthed will assist in these efforts. 

Likelihood

Consequence

Insignificant Minor Moderate Major Severe

Almost  
Certain

Medium High High Extreme Extreme

Likely Medium Medium High Extreme Extreme

Possible Low Medium Medium High Extreme

Unlikely Low Low Medium High High

Rare Low Low Low Medium High

An assessment of risk starts with an identification of a hazard. A hazard is anything with the potential to cause harm. The 
second step is to identify values that can be harmed. Risk is an assessment of probability of the hazard causing harm to a 
value and the degree of consequence of that harm. A chainsaw is a hazardous tool. If I operate a chainsaw wearing shorts 
and sandals, the probability of that chainsaw causing harm to me goes up – and the degree of harm it may cause increases. 
Therefore, operating a chainsaw in shorts and sandals is a higher risk than if operating it while wearing chaps and boots. 
Fire, too, is a hazard that can be beneficial or detrimental – high risk or low risk. OSU’s Fire Program will help communities 
manage wildfire risk.

FIRE RISK MATRIX

https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/pnw707
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/pnw707
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NORTHEAST OREGON NEWS
John Punches, Extension Forester in Union, Umatilla, & Wallowa Counties

Northeastern Oregon National Forests Awarded Restoration Funding 
The Umatilla and Wallowa-Whitman National Forests will 
soon have more funding to address forest restoration issues. 
Regional partners worked diligently last winter to craft a 
proposal for the federal Collaborative Forest Landscape 
Restoration Program (CFLRP). Our proposal faced very stiff 
competition but was ultimately ranked as the top project in 
the nation and awarded $2.7 million for the 2021 federal fiscal 
year, with the possibility of additional funding. The proposal 
requested nearly $44 million over the next 10 years to: conduct 
fuels reduction treatments on the Forests adjacent to private 
and/or tribal lands; create a network of strategic fuel breaks 
within the Forests; and protect or enhance cultural sites, rare 
habitats, municipal watersheds, and other valued resources 
– all with the overarching goal of making our landscape more 
resilient to wildfire. The partners included both National 
Forests, Wallowa Resources, The Nature Conservancy, OSU 
Extension Service, Oregon Department of Forestry, the Natural Resources Conservation Service, the Northern Blues 
Forest Collaborative, and others. The partners are now working diligently to focus current funding on highest priority 
projects (aligned with similar efforts on private and tribal lands) and to develop uniform monitoring protocols so we can 
be assured our efforts are achieving their intended outcomes. Kudos to all involved! 

Educational Programs, On Demand
Your eastern Oregon Extension Foresters have just wrapped up another series 
of practical forestry webinars. We’ve had great participation (with 50 to 80 
persons joining the evening events) and feedback has been highly positive. 
If you missed them, or would like to view them again, recordings and lots of 
supplementary materials are available on the course websites. You can access 
them, free, from anywhere with dependable internet service.

Forests of the Northern Blues (6-webinar series on northeastern 
Oregon forest conditions, tree ID, ecology, health, fire risk, management 
considerations): https://blogs.oregonstate.edu/northernbluesforests

Forests of Eastern Oregon (12-webinar series on eastern Oregon forest 
ecology, forest types, tree ID, abiotic injury, bark beetles, root diseases, foliage 
diseases, stem diseases, dwarf mistletoe, insects, animal damage, biodiversity 
considerations): https://blogs.oregonstate.edu/easternoregonforests

Our next series, Managing Eastern Oregon Forests, will start on January 
14 and feature classes on silviculture, density management, management 
for specific objectives, and management of specific forest types. Details and 
registration information are available at:  
https://blogs.oregonstate.edu/managingeoforests 

CFLRP funding will enhance efforts to reduce wildfire risk and improve 
fire resilience on the Umatilla and Wallowa-Whitman National Forests. 

Oregon has an amazing diversity of forest types, 
landowners, and management considerations.

https://blogs.oregonstate.edu/northernbluesforests
https://blogs.oregonstate.edu/easternoregonforests
https://blogs.oregonstate.edu/managingeoforests
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Carrie Berger is the Fire Program 
Manager for the new Forestry & Natural 
Resources (FNR) Extension Fire Program 
at Oregon State University. As its 
manager, Carrie guides the Fire Team 
towards accomplishing the program’s 
goals and objectives, as put forth to the 
State legislation in 2019. These include: 

1. identifying landscapes with the highest need for 
strategic focus of resources to reduce wildfire and 
landscape health risks at a statewide scale; 

2. assisting with the implementation of projects on the 
ground in priority landscapes; and 

3. providing education and outreach throughout the 
process for all Oregonians. 

Prior to accepting this position Carrie served as the 
coordinator for the Northwest Fire Science Consortium 
(NWFSC). The NWFSC is one of fifteen fire science 
exchange networks tasked with accelerating the 
awareness, understanding, and adoption of wildland fire 
science. Carrie has over twenty years of forestry-related 
experience and has been in her Extension role for six years, 
including serving for the past two years as the Associate 
Program Leader for FNR. She earned her MS degree 
from the University of Minnesota in forest science and a 
BS degree in forestry from the University of Wisconsin-
Madison. Carrie was the first member of the Fire Program 
team and she’s been hard at work getting it geared up.

Extension Fire Program 
Staff and Fire Service Areas

By Daniel Leavell and Carrie Berger

Daniel Leavell, Associate Professor 
of Practice, serves as the Statewide 
Fire Specialist. He has extensive prior 
experience, including service as the 
Klamath/Lake Extension Forester 
(2014 to 2019), a private forest/natural 
resource consultant (2010 to 2014), and 
a full career with the US Forest Service 
(1973 to 2010), retiring as a Forest Program Manager 
(silviculturist, forest/fire ecologist) on Montana’s 
Kootenai NF.

He worked, and lived, in remote areas of northern Idaho, 
northeastern Oregon, central Idaho, and northwestern 
Montana. He holds BS and MS degrees in forestry/forest 
science from Oregon State University (1977 and 1991) 
and a PhD in landscape and disturbance ecology from the 
University of Montana (2000). Daniel’s fire experience 
is extensive. He was a wildland firefighter for every fire 
season from 1978 to 2012, served as Operations Section 
Chief (11 years) for Type 1 and 2 incident management 
teams, having climbed the ranks of squad boss, crew boss, 
strike team leader, division supervisor, etc).  He spent five 
years, collectively, at the Fire Control Lab in Riverside, 
CA, and later at the Forest and Range Experiment 
Station in Corvallis, OR. He has also served as the fire 
chief for a 15 square mile, all-risk/all-hazard volunteer 
fire department in NW Montana (2006 to 2012) and 
volunteered for two years as a firefighter/EMT for in 
Klamath County (2014 to 2016). 

A statewide team that values local connections
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WILLAMETTE VALLEY AND NORTH CASCADES  
FIRE SERVICE AREA
Amanda Rau will serve the Willamette Valley and 
North Cascades fire service area and will be housed at 
the Lane County Extension office in Eugene. Amanda 
joins us from The Nature Conservancy where she 
worked for the past five years as the Fire Manager 
in both Oregon and Washington. She has robust 
experience in fire-adapted ecosystem 
restoration and conservation; prescribed 
fire and fuels treatment planning and 
implementation; and training, outreach, 
communications, and engagement. 
Amanda is a passionate and effective 
leader of collaborative projects and 
partnerships and has worked endlessly 
for social license for responsible 
management of fire for public safety and 
resource management. Amanda earned 
a Masters of Natural Resources in Fire 
Ecology and Management from the 
University of Idaho. She joined the team 
on October 5th! 

SOUTHWEST FIRE SERVICE AREA
Chris Adlam will serve the Southwest fire service area and will be 
housed at the Southern Oregon Research & Extension Center in 
Central Point. Chris is a fire ecologist who has worked with people 
to identify practical ways of restoring natural areas 
for the benefit of biodiversity, community safety, 
and cultural uses. He joins us from the University of 
California, Davis, where he has just completed his PhD 
in Ecology. During his PhD he worked with northern 
California tribes and tribal fire practitioners on 
revitalizing the use of fire to manage their homelands 
and cultural resources. He 
pioneered the “Keepers of 
the Flame” project which is 
now a hub for collaboration 
with, and among, indigenous 
fire practitioners. Through his 
outreach efforts he has given 
people a glimpse at what a 
more proactive, ecologically-
sound, and culturally-
sustaining relationship with 
fire could look like. Chris joined 
the team on October 12th! 

The Willamette Valley and North Cascades FSA includes all or part of 12 Oregon counties, and spans 
portions of both western and eastern Oregon. Fire Risk Map: Highest risk areas (red) appear along 
the Cascade Mountains crest, but there are also high-risk areas in the Columbia River Gorge and 
near Portland, Salem, and Eugene. 

The Southwest FSA includes Coos, Curry, Jackson, and Josephine Co, and portions of Douglas and Klamath counties. 
Fire Risk Map: A considerable portion of the Southwest FSA has been identified as having very high (red) fire risk, 
reflecting both forest conditions and proximity to highly valued infrastructure, community assets, and resources.
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CENTRAL FIRE SERVICE AREA
Ariel Cowan will serve the Central Fire Service 
Area and will be housed at the Deschutes County 
Extension office in Redmond. As a graduate of 
Oregon State University, she researched the 
impacts of fire on soil, fungi, and forest recovery. 
Her experience in forestry began during her 
undergraduate career at the State University of 
New York, College of Environmental Science & 
Forestry. Since then, she has built a 
passion for forest health, fire history, 
and ecology. She joins us from the 
Oregon Department of Forestry where 
she worked as a monitoring specialist, 
stewardship forester, and wildland 
firefighter in the Sisters-Prineville area. 
Her work involved neighborhood fire 
hazard assessments and landowner 
engagement on fuel reduction projects. 
She looks forward to interacting with 
and learning from the communities in 
her service area. Ariel joined the team 
on November 2nd! 

SOUTHEAST FIRE SERVICE AREA
Katherine Wollstein will serve the Southeast fire service area and 
will be housed at the Eastern Oregon Agricultural Research Center 
in Burns. Katherine is currently finishing her PhD at the University 
of Idaho. Her PhD work is focused in rangeland 
policy and governance, ranching and public lands. 
She also holds a MS from OSU’s Department 
of Forest Ecosystems and Society and a BS in 
wildlife ecology from WSU. Her interdisciplinary 
background has informed her research and 
outreach on adaptive wildfire management in 
rangeland communities, community-
based wildfire protection, and 
managing cross-boundary, multi-
scalar rangeland issues, like wildfire, 
that affect landowners, agencies, and 
resource users. Her ongoing work 
and engagement demonstrate her 
understanding of the importance of 
partnerships in enhancing community 
capacity to address rangeland fire 
challenges. Katie joined the team on 
November 2nd! 

The Central FSA reaches from Wasco County south to the California border, and from the crest of 
the Cascades east to Harney County, and a portion of Grant County. Fire Risk Map: Highest risk 
areas are most evident in the southern portions of Klamath and Lake counties, but much of the FSA 
has been identified as having a medium or higher risk. 

The Southeast FSA is focused on the high desert and rangelands 
of Harney and Malheur counties. Fire Risk Map: Highest risk 
(red) regions of the Southeast FSA primarily reflect areas of high 
probability of fire starts and spread, but also consider where there 
are valued resources. In this FSA, one of those key resources is 
habitat for the endangered sage grouse.
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NORTH COAST FIRE SERVICE AREA
Aaron Groth will be the Regional Fire Specialist for 
the North Coast Fire Service Area (based in Astoria) 
as of January 18th. He is currently completing 
his PhD in Geography at the University of Texas 
(Austin), focusing on landscape ecology 
and management, forest conservation, 
bio-geography, and integrated watershed 
studies. A former Peace Corps Volunteer, he 
worked in agroforestry and reforestation in 
the Andes Mountains of Peru (2006-2008) 
and later as a Peace Corps Environmental 
Management Volunteer Coordinator and a 
Community Conservation Specialist for the 
Upper Amazon Conservancy (Peru). Aaron 
holds a BA in History and International 
Studies from the University of Wisconsin, 
a MA in Geography from the University 
of Missouri, and graduate certificates in 
Conservation Biology and Geographic 
Information Science. He has extensive 
experience working with indigenous 
communities and is fluent in Spanish. The Coast FSA spans the Oregon coast from the Washington border to central Douglas County, 

and from the coast to the Willamette Valley. Fire Risk Map: Highest risk areas in this FSA are 
clustered in the Coast Range. The assessment is heavily influenced by current timber conditions.

The Northeast FSA includes all or part of 10 
counties, reaching from Sherman County to the 
Idaho border. Fire Risk Map: The Northeast FSA has 
an interesting pattern of highest risk areas, including 
swaths of the Blue Mountains, but also many 
agricultural and military reserve areas that show up 
as a patchwork along the Columbia River.

Please note: Our fire risk maps are intended to illustrate relative risk within an individual Fire Service Area. They are not intended for comparison 
of fire risk among FSAs. They are also preliminary in nature and intended to be further refined as Regional Fire Specialists work with local partners.

NORTHEAST FIRE SERVICE AREA
John Rizza will be the Regional Fire Specialist for the Northeast 
Fire Service Area (based in La Grande) as of January 18th. He 
currently manages the 1,700-acre Ranch at the Canyons Association 
(Terrebonne, Oregon), overseeing active forestry and agricultural 
operations. He was previously the Colorado 
representative for the Western Landowners 
Alliance (Santa Fe, New Mexico), a Small Acreage 
Extension Specialist with the Colorado State 
University Extension Service (Grand Junction), and 
a forester with the Idaho consulting firm Northwest 
Management and with the Colorado State Forest 
Service. John has a BS in Natural 
Resources from Colorado State University 
and a MS in Forestry from the University 
of Tennessee. He also holds credentials 
as a Wilderness First Responder, Level 2 
Avalanche Rescue, Certified Ecological 
Restoration Practitioner, Type 2 Wildland 
Firefighter (previous), and Project 
Learning Tree Facilitator. 
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A Brief History...
…of Oregon, Oregon State University, and Fire

By Daniel Leavell and John Punches

The new Fire Program is growing its roots following what 
is arguably Oregon’s most intense wildfire season in over 
165 years. Oregon’s history is intertwined with fire, and 
OSU Extension Service has been a key player in Oregon’s 
development for most of its statehood. Here’s our 
attempt to chart that complicated path, and point out the 
interconnectedness of our landscape, people, and fire.

The Oregon Territory was created in 1848, three years 
after the Great Fire of 1845 (third largest in American 
history, largest in Oregon’s recorded history) burned over 
1.5 million acres from the Willamette Valley to the Pacific 
coast. In 1846 the Yaquina Fire had burned 450,000 
acres, and in 1853 the Nestucca Fire would burn another 
320,000. Six years later (1859) Oregon was admitted to 
the Union. 

The Civil War raged from 1861 to 1865. It ended (officially) 
the same year the Silverton Fire (Oregon’s second largest) 
burned almost one million acres.

In 1868 the 14th Amendment granted full citizenship 
to African Americans, and Corvallis College (now OSU), 
became the "agricultural college of the State of Oregon." As 
a Land Grant college it would be responsible for extending 
“agriculture and the mechanic arts” education beyond the 
landed gentry to a much broader swath of Oregonians.

Oregon experienced the Great Gale of 1880, the Hells 
Canyon Massacre of 1887, and the Silver Lake Fire of 1894. 

Oregonians are a resilient people. Education was and 
is part of that resiliency. In 1888, the College received 
Hatch Act funding to develop its Agricultural Experiment 
Station system, and began using demonstration trains 
to share its research knowledge with widely dispersed 
rural communities. It established the Oregon Extension 
Service in 1911 (three years before the U.S. established the 
Cooperative Extension Service nationwide), and its School 
of Forestry in 1913.

The Tillamook burns started in 1933, burning at roughly 
six-year intervals through 1951. Our state suffered  
through two World Wars, the 1918 flu pandemic, and the 
Great Depression.

Prior to white settlement, now-Oregon’s native peoples 
had been burning the region’s landscapes for millennia 
– managing ecosystems in which fire was common. By 
the time settlers arrived en masse, Native American 
populations had plummeted, decimated by diseases carried 
by trappers and explorers. Forest fuels had already begun 
to accumulate, and the settlers lacked knowledge of fire 
as a tool for managing fire incidence and intensity. These 
factors contributed to the large wildfires of the 1840s 
through 1860s.

By the early 1900s, Oregonians were focused on putting 
fires out. Oregon’s first fire protection association (Klamath 
FPA) was founded in 1908, and many others would follow. 
The Oregon Department of Forestry was established in 
1911 - in large part to manage forest fires. It would join 
with associations and agencies to create a truly effective 
firefighting force, putting out 90% of all wildfires to the 
present day. But, success had unintended consequences. 
Oregon’s forests accumulated fuel and changed in 
ways that made them more susceptible to extreme and 
extensive fire.

Jump ahead to the current millennium. The Biscuit Fire 
(2002) charred 500,000 acres. In 2012, (a record hot year) 
the Long Draw Fire burned almost 560,000 acres. In 2015 
more than 630,000 acres burned in Oregon. 2017 had the 
state’s second wettest winter in history, but the hottest 
August. Over 450,000 acres burned in Oregon, even 
threatening populated areas near Portland. In 2018 over 
800,000 acres burned across the state.

Now, in 2020, Oregon has reached a new, tragic extreme, 
with over one million acres scorched at a fire fighting cost 
of $354 million, and 4,009 homes destroyed.
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Hello! My name is Thomas Stokely and I am your 
new Forestry and Natural Resources Extension 
Agent in Central Oregon and contributor to the 
Life on the Dry Side Newsletter.

A little about myself: I grew up on a horse 
farm and spent much of my youth floating 
rivers, hunting, fishing and learning as much as 
possible about nature. I joined OSU in 2010 as 
a graduate student, tasked with investigating 
the relationships between forest management 
practices, wildlife and the plants they rely upon 
in the Oregon Coast Range. Although my research had been focused 
on those wet-side forests, I am fascinated by dry-side ecology and am 
excited about the opportunity to work with landowners, natural resources 
professionals and the communities of Central Oregon. One of the 
strengths I bring to the OSU Extension Program is my background in the 
melding of forestry and wildlife ecology.

What I do: My role is to provide 
science-based education to 
communities of Central Oregon 
on the management and 
conservation of forests and the 
wildlife they support. I work 
with individuals, youth and 
adult classes, and collaborative 
groups to help support an 
inclusive learning environment 
which encourages multiple 
perspectives on natural 
resources management. I also 
provide technical support to 
help inform land management decisions at local and regional levels, with 
a focus on cross-boundary partnerships and attaining a balance between 
ecological, societal and economic values. 

I will be working with our new Fire Specialist, Ariel Cowan, along with 
many others throughout the state to help identify ways to protect Central 
Oregon communities from wildfire while promoting forest ecosystem 
health and the many values Oregonians have for dry-side forests. 

Feel free to reach out to me if you have any questions or comments.  
I look forward to getting out in the woods with you one day!

Office: (541) 548-6088  thomas.stokely@oregonstate.edu

CENTRAL OREGON NEWS 
By Thomas Stokely, Extension Forester in Warm Springs, Crook, 
Deschutes, and Jefferson Counties

The trends underlying Oregon’s 
intensifying fire seasons are important 
and revealing. Decades of effective 
fire suppression have allowed forest 
fuels to accumulate, shade tolerant 
tree species (that serve as ladder fuels) 
to become more frequent in forests, 
and forests to expand into historically 
non-forested areas. Increasing annual 
average temperatures have extended 
fire seasons, both earlier and later 
in the year. Many more homes, and 
other valued infrastructures, have 
been constructed in or adjacent to 
forested or otherwise fire-prone areas. 
Increasing population, and aging 
power supply grids, have sparked more 
human-caused fires. Collectively these 
factors point to more and larger fires, 
that are increasingly difficult and  
costly to suppress, with more highly 
valued resources at risk. In other 
words, the potential for increased 
impact and consequences are growing 
year by year. 

Oregon’s fire problem is a complicated 
mix of social, economic, and 
environmental challenges – addressing 
it will require large-scale, integrated 
approaches. This is the context in 
which the OSU Extension Service has 
long worked, using modern technology 
to share knowledge, but also relying 
on community connections and 
relationships to build trust and 
garner involvement and support. It 
is in this context that the new OSU 
Fire Program will strive to educate, 
conduct and share relevant research, 
contribute to and support existing 
local fire-risk-reduction partnerships, 
and organize new landscape-scale fire 
risk reduction efforts. As noted in our 
introductory article, the Fire Program 
is committed to promoting a proactive 
approach to wildfire management, and 
to being an active part of Oregon’s 
wildfire solution.
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By Thomas Stokely, Extension Forester in Warm Springs, Crook, Deschutes, and Jefferson Counties

Winter is a very difficult time for many wildlife species. For 
instance, mule deer and Rocky Mountain elk migrate from 
high-elevation summer range where forage is plentiful, to 
lower-elevation areas to evade deep snow and blistering 
winds. Human development has altered migratory routes and 
overwintering areas, resulting in human-wildlife conflict and 
declines in mule deer populations. There are many things we 
can do to help protect these animals in their overwintering 
habitat. Obeying road and trail closures to reduce stress on 
animals, using wildlife-friendly fencing and removing objects 
that can entangle animals (e.g., vegetable cages, hammocks, 
loose wire & rope) can help minimize human impacts on their 
seasonal movements and winter mortality. 

If you are working to reduce wildfire risk on your property, 
retaining patches of shrubs such as bitterbrush can provide 
crucial forage for deer and elk and habitat for songbirds. 
Maintaining some dense patches of trees can also provide 
thermal cover from the cold and hiding cover from predators 
for both deer and elk. Many other critters forgo the woes of 
winter by either hibernating or going into a deep sleep called 
torpor. Retaining large snags (dead trees) and down logs can 
provide critical denning sites for black bear, porcupine and 
numerous small mammals. Old slash (dead branches) and log 
piles can also provide hibernacula (hibernation cover) for small 
mammals, reptiles and amphibians, although fresh green slash 
may increase the risk of Ips beetle outbreak if not thoroughly 
dried by spring.

Elk and mule deer rely on fat reserves to survive winter, also 
browsing on bitterbrush and sagebrush when forage is scarce.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR OVERWINTERING WILDLIFE


